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Our new lighting system Expand is a marvellous simple 
solution when you need to set up spotlights at home. 

Choose from two lengths and three models which suit 
a variety of styles.

It is easy to set up and easy to customize for your home.

Expand is designed for both ceiling and wall arrangements.  
It is possible to connect up to ten armatures if you, for 

example, have a longer hallway or corridor at home.

Expand 

Expand is suitable for:
The kitchen
The hallway

The living room
The bedroom

Tip!



Tip!
Use Expand to illuminate 

specialplaces in the room, 
such as a painting that you

like to show off.

Decorate with Expand
Let Expand give a playful expression to your home. Place Expand on 
the wall to create an atmosphere in the room. Different light sources 
can be configured to match your style.

Expand Matte White  61328



1. Select 
Design
The Expand series has se-
veral models so you can find 
which best suits your style. 
Cylinders, spheres and E27 
with an LED filament lamp 
make it possible to customi-
ze Expand precisely to the 
style suitable for your home.

2. Select 
Length
Expand comes in 50 cm and 
70 cm. If you prefer the 
lights to sit more closely 
together; then choose 50 
cm, and if you want a more 
scattered placement you 
can use 70 cm.

3. Select
Accessories
If you are setting up Expand 
in the ceiling, use a contact 
for ceiling fixation. You can 
also place it on the wall, and 
then it is convenient to use 
a cord with switch on, to 
more easy turn on and off.

50 cm

70 cm



Expand Products

Expand Cylinder GU10 Light source
61323 Matte White 

The Expand series comes in three models with two lengths, 50 cm 
and 70 cm, so that you can perfectly tailor the distance in your 
home.

50 cm 70 cm

Expand E27 Light source
61328Matte White  

Expand E27 Light source
61327Matte White 

Expand Cylinder GU10 Light source
61324Matte White 

Expand Globe GU10 Light source
61325Matte White  

Expand Globe GU10 Light source
61326Matte White  



Tip!
Choose your style of 

Expand according to what 
matches your home. The 
cylinder shape is classic 

and spheres give a 
modern impression.

Expand Tillbehör
The Expand series has accessories for installing lighting fixtures 
even around a corner, up in the ceiling or with a power switch for 
placing on a wall. Starter cable does not come with the purchase.

Expand Angle Coupling 
Matte White 61329

Expand start cable for wall 
Matte White 61330

Use the angle  coupling to place multiple rows of Expand or to 
illuminate around a corner.

Angle Coupling Smart Cable



Visit our website for more information about the Expand System

www.lighting-direct.co.uk




